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1. Introduction

In the beginning of this century man began to rely on fossil fuel for energy,
architects and builders controlled the inside environments of many buildings
artificially,  there was no regard to energy efficiency, for taking advantage of
nature.  Buildings were located on hills opposed to strong winds or in
sweltering valleys.  Windows of any size and in any  quality were placed on any
side of a building.  No longer there was a need to rely on opening windows or
putting shades to cool or warm the structure.  Great glass office buildings and
towers became a common sight.  There acres of windows couldn’t open to take
advantage of natural air movement and temperature changes.  Buildings were
erected without regard for orientation or energy efficiency.  but now, after years
of unchecked use and misuse of energy the end of cheap fossil fuels can be
seen. Today,  there is a need to return to the energy efficient principles used in
earlier times.

We need not sacrifice quality or comfort in order to design buildings that place
less demand on energy resources.  Natural systems can be used to regulate
heating and cooling as effectively as artificially controlled environments.  But
certain architectural design techniques must be adhered to achieve  maximum
natural energy efficiency.

Solar gains through windows ,  walls , modified walls ,  sky lights,  clerestory
windows,  and roof sections provide an opportunity to dramatically reduce the
total heating energy requirements of a building.  When the thermal energy flow
is wholly by natural means ,  such as radiation , conduction, and natural
convection, and when solar energy contributes more than half of the total
outside energy requirements , then the building is referred to as a passive solar
heating structure.

Passive solar heating works very well.  This has been demonstrated time and
again in a wide variety of buildings located in a wide variety of climates.  The
occupants of these buildings testify to their comfort, to the ease of their natural
operations and especially to their low fuel bills.
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2. Passive Solar Heating Techniques

Any solar heating system has four main functions:

a) Collection : The conversion of solar radiation into heat.
b) Storage : Heat is stored for later use.
c) Distribution :  Making the heat available where and when it is required.
d) Control devices : guiding and controlling the above three functions.

Passive systems have been defined as systems where all four functions are
carried out by spontaneous processes,  without using an external energy source
for moving a heat transfer fluid.  Passive systems may use manual or motorized
adjustments ,  sliding or folding covers,  adjustable shading devices,
dampers....etc. However when a pump or a fan is used to circulate a heat
transfer fluid in a passive system, this will be referred to as a hybrid system.

The basic approaches which can be used either alone or in combinations to
form a passive system are :

· Direct Gain
· Thermal Mass Wall and Solar Green House
· Thermal Water Roof
· Thermosyphon Syste.

2.1. Direct Gain

The basic of any direct gain system is a large window or a glass area facing the
sun . Overhangs , eaves or some other form of horizontal shading devices may
be designed to exclude the summer (high angle) sun, but allow the radiation to
enter in winter when the sun’s altitude angle is low.
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If internal surfaces reached by the sun are of low thermal capacity , the gain
will be practically fully instantaneous, and will drop to null as soon as the solar
input ceases. to even out such fluctuations, massive elements such as concrete
floor or brick walls should be installed in the living space. It is preferable to
have dark colored absorbent surfaces and definitely no insulating materials. A
problem with large windows is the huge conduction losses. Double glazing can
reduce it by almost the half. During sunshine period the gain will be far greater
than the loss through the glass, but even with double glazing the window may
become a net loser : this means that the annual commutative heat loss can be
greater than the solar gain. The problem can be overcomed by variable window
insulation.

2.2. Thermal Mass Wall

The second approach is the thermal storage wall in which solar energy is stored
in a wall which blocks the sun. The wall is usually painted black or a dark color
to be a good absorber. When a glass is placed in front of the wall, the green
house effect will occur and the stored heat by the wall increases. When some
holes are opened at the bottom and the top of the wall, natural ventilation starts,
then the thermal storage wall will be called Trombe wall.

A Trombe wall consists of three main parts : transparent surface ( glass),
thermal storage wall (massive building component), and natural ventilation
elements (holes). The transparent surface in front of the wall, which permits the
passage of short wave radiation coming from the sun and prevents long wave
radiation emitted by the wall to pass, creating the “green house “effect between
the wall and itself. Single or double glass is used as transparent surfaces due to
local climatic conditions. Thermal storage wall has the function of absorbing
solar radiation , storing the solar energy and transferring it to indoor air by
convection and radiation. The holes at the bottom and the top of the Trombe
wall, permit the indoor air to circulate. Air at the bottom part of the room is
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colder than at the top. Cool air enters to the space between the glass and the
Trombe wall through the bottom holes, and its temperature increases due to the
natural convection and radiation from the surface of the Trombe wall.
Increasing temperature decreases the density of the air so it rises and enters to
the rooms through the top holes. This  natural circulation continues in this
direction when solar radiation exists, causing the indoor air temperature to
increase. This condition is called natural convection.

At night when solar radiation is weak, the direction of flow is opposite. so it
creates cooling effect. Movable night insulation is used to prevent this effect.
Movable night insulation also decreases the heat losses by convection and
radiation. The using of Trombe wall for heating (in winter) and cooling (in
summer) can be seen below:

2.3. Solar Greenhouse

This solar heating  technique is a development of  the Trombe wall, but the
space between the glass and the wall has been widened to form a greenhouse
The thermal movements are similar, as are the controls. The greenhouse
provides not only a means of heating but also a usable living space and the
opportunity to grow food and flowers ( as seen in the figure).
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2.4. Thermal Water Wall

In some installations water filled tanks is used instead of the mass wall. Steve
Baer has simplified the system with his drum wall system, by using ordinary
200 liters drums filled with water. He introduced some refinements which are
insulated fold down external shutters to reduce the heat loss. in the lowered
position their reflective lining enhance the solar collection ( as seen in the
figure). In another building the drums are includes in a box and the heat
emission takes place by a controllable natural convection.
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2.5 Thermosiphon System (The Convective Loop)

The best known example of this is the domestic water heater. The tank should
be located higher than the top the top of the collector. The water heated in the
collector will rise, flow into the upper part of the tank, and cooler water from
the bottom of the tank will be drawn into the bottom of the collector. This is the
simplest, best proven and widely used water heater system.

Thermosiphon space heating systems can use either water or air as heat transfer
fluid. The only different is in scale. In domestic hot water system 2 to 5
m2 collector and 0.15 to 0.3 m3 tank sizes are used. For space heating of an
average house 50 m collector and 5m2 3 tank size is not uncommon.
Thermosiphon systems with such sizes are in practice feasible only on a
favorable site, on an equatorially oriented hillside.

To have a full thermosiphon operation both from collector to storage and from
storage to rooms, the storage should be located above the collector, and the
rooms above the storage. The most successful example of thermosiphon system
is the Davis house. There are two distinct flow loops collector-to-storage and
storage-to-house (as seen in the figure below).
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3. Calculations of SHF

There are several methods for determining the solar heating fraction (SHF) and
auxiliary energy needs of buildings. Here the Solar Load Ratio method was
chosen in order to calculate the SHF and auxiliary energy. The Solar Load
Ratio method was first  developed at Los Alamos laboratories by J.D. Balcomb
et.al. at 1978. The SLR method is chosen in this study because it is easy to
apply and at the same time it gives a good results. A simple method that gives
answers easily and quickly will receive much wider use and thus have a much
greater impact on design than a complex method that  may lead precise answers
but will rarely be used.

3.1. The Solar Load Ratio Method

The SLR method provides an empirical means of estimating the monthly
auxiliary energy requirements based on the Monthly Solar Load Ratio (SLR).
The SLR is a dimensionless correlation parameter defined as follows:

SLR
monthly solar energy absorbed on the thermal storage wall surface

monthlybuilding load


The numerator is equal to the product of the total solar collection wall area
times the monthly solar energy transmitted through one square foot of south
glazing times the wall absorptance. The denominator is equal to the building
loss coefficient (including the steady state condition through the south solar
collection wall) times the monthly degree days.

The  SLR  can be expressed as follows:

SLR
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The SLR is given by the ratio of two different terms, the Solar Capability Index,
which depends only on the weather for the locality and a Modified Load
Collector Ratio ( MLCR) which depends only on the building construction.
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Two computer programs using FORTRAN language depending on the SLR
method was established .

The first computer program aims to determine and calculate the monthly
degree- days, the Monthly Thermal Loud (MTL), the monthly SLR,  the
monthly SHF , and the monthly and annual auxiliary energy.

The second  computer program aims to find a relation between the collector
area and the annual SHF.

The main input meteorological data are ambient temperature and solar
radiation. Monthly degree-days based on 16 degrees centigrade are calculated
from the daily ambient temperature.

3.2. The Results

The figures below show the monthly auxiliary energy requirements for various
types of walls. the figures show the effect of using night insulation with the
different types of walls.

It is seen that in the cold regions water wall and Trombe wall have the same
effect on the energy of buildings (water wall saves 30%, and Trombe wall saves
31%). The addition of night insulation make the situation better, the savings
become 46% for waterwall and 45% for Trombe wall.

In the moderate region application of water wall is better than that of Trombe
wall , the water wall saves about 71% of the energy requirements while Trombe
wall saves 65%. Addition of night insulation rises savings up to 85% for water
wall and 81% for Trombe wall.

3.3. Empirical Formulas For Calculating of the SHF

The figures below show the using of different collector walls in the two
climatic regions. It is noticed that for all of the wall types the relation between
the Collector Wall and the SHF has the same tendency. First the relation
between them is linear until a specific point and then becomes a curve, except
for a Trombe wall without night insulation, the relation between the collector
area and the SHF is a curve from the beginning.

By using the least square method an empirical formulas were found to calculate
the SHF for various kinds of collector walls.

The empirical formulas depend on the collector area (A ) in mc
2 , the Building

Skin Conductance- Area Product (UA) in watt per degrees centigrade, and the
Solar Capability Index which is the ratio of the annual Solar Radiation on a
horizontal surface
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The Effect of Night Insulation with Water Wall on the Relation between
Collector Area and SHF in a Cold Region.
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The Effect of Night Insulation with Trombe Wall on the Relation between
Collector Area and SHF in a Cold Region.

The Effect of Night Insulation with Water Wall on the Relation between Collector Area and SHF in a
Moderate Region.
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The Effect of Night Insulation with Trombe Wall on the Relation between
Collector Area and SHF in a Moderate Region.
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